4 Important Factors To Look For When Buying A Brass
Grill Brush
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Many consumers are unaware of the four important characteristics
that are critical when buying a brass grill brush to ensure not only
their safety but also the overall enjoyment of grilling.
(Newswire.net -- November 14, 2014) Falmouth, ME -- There are four
important characteristics that consumers should be aware of when
Do-Be Brass Premium Brass Grill Brush choosing a barbeque grill brush. Do-Be Products, a top rated seller on
Amazon.com, fits all of these characteristics.

Here are the four specific things consumers should look for when choosing a grill brush.

1 - Reviews from other buyers - Reviews are very important so that consumers can read and make an informed
decision on purchasing based on the buying experience of others. Do-Be Products, a top rated seller on Amazon.com,
has proven to be one of the top trusted sellers of brass grill brushes, and it is shown from the great reviews. Here is
some of the feedback from the reviews on Amazon:

“I have worn out many grill brushes and the Do-Be Brass Premium Brass Grill Brush is by far the best one I have ever
had. It is sturdily made. I love the long handle that enables one to clean the grill while it is still hot.The brass bristles
clean thoroughly and will last longer than I will. An excellent purchase.”
-Tischa Campbell on September 6, 2014

“Pretty solid product. I really like that it was longer than the others, so you are not getting your hands into the grill. The
seller was fast and efficient.”
-Don Juan “Tubby” on August 23, 2014

“It is quality made and we appreciate the long handle for those hard-to-get areas on the grill that need cleaning. Grilling
is so much fun when you know the clean-up is so easy by using the grill brush!”
-Meo “Meo” on August 20, 2014

“It's very well-made, comfortable yet long enough to avoid your being burned or scraped. At the price I expected it to be
flimsy but it's not. The brush is just right to clean... without doing harm.”
-Gadget Guy on May 11, 2014

“We love the extra long black colored handle and the brush does a great job cleaning the grates without any
scratching!”
-Sas on May 5, 2014

In addition to reviews, here are some other important factors to consider.

2 - The length of the brush - The optimal length is 21inches - long enough to not burn your hands, but also a good
length to give you leverage for cleaning.

3 - The quality of the bristles - The consumer needs to make sure the bristles are hiqh quality and sturdy, you don't
want the bristles falling off and ending up on the grill to later end up in your food.

4 - The type of bristles - Depending on the type of grill that you have, make sure you have the proper bristles, either
brass or stainless steel

"When we brought our brass grill brush to the Amazon marketplace, we wanted to make sure that we didn't just bring
any grill brush, but one that has all the great characteristics of a high quality, safe and user-friendly brush, and we are
thrilled, the feedback has been great" says Don, a representative of Do-Be Products.

Do-Be Products is offering all new customers $3 off on their first order of Grill Brush on Amazon.com with coupon code
– CPNKRQ85

About Do-Be Products
Do-Be Products is committed to providing customers with high quality products at fair and reasonable pricing. Do-Be
Products can be found on Amazon.com.
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